Introduction. In [4] , [5] , [6] we posed the problem of describing the set of Gaussian curvature functions K that a given 2-manifold M can possess. We observed that if M is compact, the Gauss-Bonnet formula
imposes a sign condition on K. For example, K must be negative somewhere if the Euler characteristic #(M) is negative. We have asked if these sign conditions are sufficient conditions on a given function K e C oe (M) for K to be the Gaussian curvature of some Riemannian metric on M.
To solve this problem, we have considered the more specific problem of attempting to realize K as the curvature of a metric g pointwise conformai to a given metric g, so that g = e 2u g for some u e C^iM). If k is the curvature of the metric g, this becomes the problem of solving the nonlinear elliptic equation [ ) we have given a complete discussion of these questions if #(M) = 0 as well as some partial results for %{M) ^ 0. We were also able to obtain information concerning the curvature functions of some open 2-manifolds. In this case there is no Gauss-Bonnet restriction, so one expects that any smooth function is the curvature of some Riemannian metric. A survey of related literature is given in [4] , [5], [6] to which we refer the reader.
In this paper we completely settle the description of the set of where c is a positive constant. This is the form we work with. We might note that the techniques used for (2) to obtain the results here are entirely different from the calculus of variations techniques used in [5], [6] . The heart of our work concerns new existence and nonexistence theorems for (2) . It is fascinating to see how the theory of (2) changes drastically depending on the sign of c.
In the next section we state the geometric results, while in the final section we state the facts concerning the differential equation (2) that are needed to prove the geometry results.
1. Let M be a C 00 connected (not necessarily orientable) 2-dimensional manifold. THEOREM 
If M is compact and %(M) < 0, then KeC^iM) is the Gaussian curvature of some Riemannian metric on M if and only ifK(x 0 ) < 0
for some x 0 e M. THEOREM 
If M is an open manifold obtained from a compact 2-manifold by removing a finite number of points, then every K e C^iM) is the Gaussian curvature of some Riemannian metric on M.
REMARK. We can also prove Theorem 2 for some more general types of punctured compact manifolds. It would be nice to have the theorem in the case in which M is obtained by removing an arbitrary closed set from a compact 2-manifold.
The basic result which yields Theorems 1 and 2 is the following concerning when K is the curvature of a metric conformai to a given metric. Actually we prove a somewhat stronger version using only L p assumptions on K for the application to Theorem 2. (e) Given any K e C™{M) with K(x 0 ) < 0 for some x 0 e M, there is a diffeomorphism cpofM such that there exists a solution of Au ^k-(Ko(p)e 2u .
In this section we present the basic facts concerning the equation (2).
Here M, as before, is compact, connected, and not necessarily orientable. However, in this section the dimension of M can be any integer n ^ 2. 
oo depending on h (which we write as y(h)) such that one can solve (2) for all 0 < c < y(h), but cannot solve (2) if c > y(h).
In order to use this theorem one needs information on the constant y(h). This is supplied by the following theorem. We can also show that on compact manifolds of dim ^ 3, any C 00 function which is negative somewhere is the scalar curvature of some Riemannian structure. This result cannot be improved without some topological assumptions for Lichnerowicz has shown that on a compact spin manifold with Hirzebruch Â genus / 0 the scalar curvature of any metric is necessarily negative somewhere unless it is = 0. On "nice" open manifolds of dim ^ 3 every C 00 function is a scalar curvature. Details will appear in [8] .
